220 amp breaker box

It only takes a minute to sign up. I'm trying to wrap my mind around how many amps V wire two
hot poles can supply, when it's effectively supplying a multi wire branch circuit sub panel Or,
should I understand that the sub panel can only support up to two theoretical 30 amp v circuits?
As to the use of single pole breakers for a multiwire branch circuit, that is a code violation
unless the breakers are tied together with a handle tie from the manufacturer. You can't use tie
wire, a nail, or any other unapproved method. Better yet, you can use a common trip 2 pole
breaker. This is the preferred method. Informational Note: and volts are not normally available
now. The voltages keep moving up. OK, so I gather the correct answer is, yes, a single 60A two
pole breaker supplying v to the circuit , essentially supplies two v branches 60A load each. Or a
load of A v i. Two 60 amps circuits on separate v phases will only use 60 amps of v. The 60a
current will come from one phase and return on the other one. The neutral will see no current.
So, no need to split in two 30a. When a single circuit is in use, the current will come from one
phase and return via the neutral. Still, that will not go over 60amps. In the general case, if one
circuit use x amps and the other y , you'll see the following currents:. And even then, it is quite
likely you'd be allowed more breakers as the breakers are there to protect the wiring. As long as
the wiring after the breaker is fine for it. A typical house has all breakers summing up to more
than the main breaker. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise
to the top. Ask Question. Asked 3 years ago. Active 3 years ago. Viewed 13k times. Improve this
question. Madumi Madumi 21 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 5 5 bronze badges. Add a
comment. Active Oldest Votes. Jeffrey is correct. You will have 60 amps of volt power available.
Improve this answer. In almost any breaker made, the handle-tie will also have the effect of
common trip. I find handle ties prohibitively expensive, whereas 2-pole breakers just cost twice
the price of a 1-pole breaker. Really an MWBC needs common maintenance shutoff but not
common trip. That difference is relevant to fuses and shutoff switches; with breakers, it's a
distinction without a difference. Thanks, yes, poles are tied together But a multi-wire branch
circuit was just an analogy I'm reaching to describe my question. I guess the question is closer
to this: Does a two pole breaker supply 60A to each V pole? Correct me if I'm wrong Did you
mean to say "two loads of 60A V, one on each branch? Most days my voltmeter shows or , in
fact. I'll edit the post. Don't know why I keep that in my head In the general case, if one circuit
use x amps and the other y , you'll see the following currents: hot phase 1: x amps hot phase 2:
y amps neutral: x - y amps Since x and y are below 60 amps, the three values are also below 60
amps. Jeffrey Jeffrey 1, 1 1 gold badge 10 10 silver badges 21 21 bronze badges. Good work but
this might be a little bit easier. That means you have 13, available watts. So if you divide the
available watts by V you get amps on a perfectly balanced Panel. It doesn't matter how you
divide it up so long as you never exceed your available wattage. Thanks Jeffrey for your reply
Can I hone the question a bit? I'm aware that the supply provides 60A of V. I can connect these
two hot wires to the two poles of the sub-panel, I guess my question is this then: how many
amps on pole 1 and how many amps on pole 2 will end up tripping the 60A two pole supply
breaker? Thanks also Retired Master Electrician Although, that said, for wire thickness, it's the
Amps that count right? Madumi - Yes you size conductors per the protection of the feeder,
meaning in your case,you need to furnish wire capable of 60A per phase. That would be a 6
copper or a 4 aluminum. From NEC Table Retired Master Electrician - OK, so, I guess I am used
to estimating the size of a circuit by the sum of the amps it can carry. Am I correct in thinking
that the 60A two-pole breaker can supply two 60A V circuits? Sign up or log in Sign up using
Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name.
Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review
queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related 0. Hot Network Questions. Question
feed. Last Updated: January 20, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of
editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 24
references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has
been viewed , times. Learn more While most NEMA outlets transfer volts, larger appliances like
dryers, stoves, and air conditioners require more power and use a two-phase volt outlet or
three-phase volt outlet. Wiring a new outlet is a project that someone who has experience
working with electricity can do safely by working carefully and following the proper precautions.
Tip: If you need to run the cable through your wall horizontally, then you may need to drill holes
through wall studs so you can fit the wire through it. Tip: The ground wire inside the cable may
be uninsulated rather than green. Put the uninsulated wire on the grounding screw instead.
Variation: If there are 2 bars on the walls of your circuit breaker box, one of them will be for
neutral wires and the other will be for ground wires. Check the color of the other wires attached
to the bars to determine where to place your neutral and ground wires. We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like

you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login
does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need.
Related Articles. Part 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used by other entities
without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Turn off the main power on your circuit
breaker box. Open the door on the circuit breaker box in your home, usually located in a
basement, hallway, or kitchen. Look for the breaker switch that controls all the power in your
home, which should be alone on either the top or side of the box. Never work on your electrical
system while the power is still on. Doing so could result in serious injury or death. Use a
contact voltage tester on the wires inside your circuit breaker box to see if they still have power
if you want to double check if they have a current through them. Use a drywall saw to cut
through your wall along the outline you drew so that you can set the outlet box inside. Deeper
outlet boxes work best since you have to hide multiple wires inside of them. You can also
choose to mount the outlet box directly on your wall, which may be easier if you have cement or
brick walls. Measure the distance from the circuit breaker box to where you want to place the
outlet. Find the shortest route from the hole you cut for the outlet to the main circuit breaker
box in your home. You may need to go through the floor or the walls in your home to find the
shortest route. Extend a tape measure from the outlet box along the path you chose to the
circuit breaker box and record the measurement. You may need to take multiple measurements
depending on the layout of your home and the obstacles between the outlet and circuit breaker
box. Once you are certain you have the right amount of cable, use a pair of wire cutters to cut
through the ends of the cable. You may also use 8-gauge wires if for your outlet if you want.
Drill or cut a hole near your circuit breaker box so you can run the cable to it. Install electrical
conduit between the breaker box and the hole you drilled. Wires for lines cannot be exposed
outside of your walls since they could easily get damaged, which could cause serious injury or
death. Fish the cable through the walls between the outlet and breaker box. Use a fish tape,
which is a long flexible cable with a hook on the end so you can easily pull wires and cables
through your wall. Feed the fish tape into the hole near your circuit breaker box and push it
through toward the hole you cut for the outlet box. Go back to your circuit breaker box and reel
in the fish tape so it pulls the cable with it back through the hole. You can buy metal conduits
from your local hardware store. Screw the outlet box into the wall so it stays in place. Part 2 of
Pull the wire stripper toward the end of the cable to cut through the outer coating and expose
the wires inside. Pull the wire stripper toward the end of the wire to cut off the insulation.
Repeat the process for the other 3 wires that were inside the cable. Feed the white wire into the
slot with the neutral screw on the outlet. Use a screwdriver to tighten the screw and clamp the
white wire in place. Attach the green wire to the grounding screw on the outlet. Put the black
and red wires into the hot ports on the back of the outlet. There will be 2 unlabeled screws left
on the back of the outlet, which are known as the hot screws. Place the end of the black wire in
the port next to one of the unlabeled screws, and the red wire in the port on the other. Push the
wires and outlet into the box so you can screw it in place. Bend the wires so they can fit in the
back of the box. Push the outlet in front of the wires so the screw holes on the outlet line up
with the ones along the sides of the box. When you need to access the wires, unscrew the wall
plate so you can get to them. Part 3 of Remove the safety panel from the front of the box. The
safety panel on your circuit breaker box is the cover that hides all of the wires and breakers
inside. Locate the screws around the edges of the circuit breaker box and rotate them
counterclockwise to loosen them from place. This could cause to get electrocuted. Take out the
circular knockout on the side or top of the circuit breaker box. Inspect the sides or top of the
circuit breaker box to look for a circular piece that has a precut edge around it, also known as
the knockout. Be sure to use a drill bit meant for metal. Put a cable clamp in the hole you just
knocked out. Get a cable clamp that matches the size of the knockout on your circuit breaker
box, and slide the clamp through the hole. Screw the locking nut onto the threaded end of the
clamp to hold it securely against the box. Feed the wires from the cable through the clamp into
the box. Install a amp double-pole breaker on the circuit. A double-pole breaker allows twice the
power to run through it as a standard amp single pole breaker, and takes up the same space as
2 single-pole breakers. Find a spot along the line of other breakers where the double-pole
breaker will fit. Push in the top of the breaker into the metal clips inside the box so it snaps into
place before pushing the bottom into place. Make sure you get a breaker that matches the
circuit breaker box brand you have. Make sure the breaker is off before you install it. Push the
ends of the red and black wires in both ports of the breaker. Take the ends of the black and red
wires and feed one of them into each of the ports. Tighten the screws on the bottom of the

breaker with a screwdriver to hold the wires in place. Wrap the green and white wires around
the screws on the grounding bar. Look on the inside walls of the circuit breaker box to find a
bar with multiple screws and wires attached to it, which is the grounding bar. Bend the ends of
the green and white wires into hooks and wrap them around separate screws along the bar.
Hold the safety panel up to the circuit breaker box so you can find where the new breaker lines
up with it. Place the end on your screwdriver over the slots where the breaker would go, and tap
the end with a hammer to punch it out. Pull off the piece of the safety panel you punched out so
the breaker fits easily. Screw the cover back on the circuit breaker box before turning it on. Hold
the panel back up against your circuit breaker box and reattach the screws with a screwdriver.
Make sure the safety panel sits tightly on the front of the box and that none of the wires are
exposed. Once you finish, turn the main power back on the circuit breaker box so you can use
your outlet. Did you mean Yes No. Not Helpful 19 Helpful Use a wire nut to cover the neutral and
tape it securely. Just connect the hot terminal and ground. Not Helpful 23 Helpful I wired a table
saw with the v plug. I changed from a range receptacle to a twist lock receptacle. There was no
green wire, so I put the red wire where the green should have been. Was this wrong? Yes, it's
wrong. Green is for ground, red is hot. You probably don't have v anymore. Not Helpful 10
Helpful Technically you can, but you shouldn't. No building code that I know of allows this.
Electric water heaters and dryers should always be on their own dedicated circuit. At the very
least, you would be tripping breakers or blowing fuses constantly. In the worst case scenario,
you could electrocute someone or burn your house down. Single phase systems are used
mostly in residential panels. If you have ever seen a panel, you would see that there are
breakers on both sides of the panel. Each side is volts, and both sides together are volts. It's
called single phase is because you can only have one phase variance between the two wires.
Not Helpful 14 Helpful Not Helpful 7 Helpful 8. I have a outlet that has 10 wires for the neutral
ground and one hot leg. The other hot leg is a 8 wire. Is this a problem? It's sloppy, and
indicates the installer was not paying attention, or made a slip up in wiring and didn't catch it or
didn't fix it. It also implies that the wiring was not properly inspected. Whether this problem
could lead to a fire depends on the amperage of the circuit breaker, and the length of the wires
from the breaker to the receptacle. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 4. Can I switch a single breaker with a
double safely if I need more outlets? The short answer is yes. However, if you are wiring
according to the current national electric code, then you may be required to use
arc-fault-circuit-interrupter breakers. I have found these hard to find for double breakers,
perhaps because they are not manufactured yet. Not Helpful 9 Helpful 3. Always use copper
wire when possible. Copper conducts electricity better and stays much cooler than aluminum,
which heats up quickly and has a higher chance of failing you in the future. Also, when bending
the aluminum wire, it's easier to break or crack inside the insulation jacket. Not Helpful 0 Helpful
3. Unanswered Questions. I have a small portable welder, manufacturer indicates a 30 amp
breaker. I would like to be able to move it around my shop. Can I use a shielded cable to
accomplish this safely? Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Helpful 0 Not
Helpful 0. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published.
Working with your electrical system can cause serious injury or death. Related wikiHows How
to. How to. More References About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: January
20, Categories: Cabling and Wiring Connection. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that
has been read , times. I kind of knew myself, but it'd been a while, so I wanted to double check.
Mike Loparco Jan 22, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Is this article up to date? Cookies
make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Danny Lato
Apr 11, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By
signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Keep
up with tech in just 5 minutes a week! Sign Up Now. X Help us do more We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Let's do this! Wiring Diagram. Assortment of breaker box wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined conventional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the components
of the circuit as simplified forms, and also the power as well as signal links between the
gadgets. A wiring diagram usually gives info concerning the relative setting as well as
arrangement of tools as well as terminals on the devices, to assist in building or servicing the
gadget. A photographic diagram would certainly show much more detail of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a more symbolic notation to highlight
interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often utilized to troubleshoot
issues and to earn certain that all the connections have been made as well as that every little
thing exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking
on the image. A wiring diagram is a sort of schematic which utilizes abstract photographic

symbols to show all the interconnections of elements in a system. Wiring layouts are composed
of 2 things: signs that stand for the elements in the circuit, as well as lines that represent the
links in between them. For that reason, from wiring layouts, you recognize the loved one
location of the elements and just how they are attached. Electrical wiring layouts primarily
shows the physical placement of elements and also links in the developed circuit, yet not
always in logic order. It highlights on the layout of the wires. Schematics stress on how circuits
function logically. To review a wiring diagram, initially you need to recognize what essential
components are included in a wiring diagram, and which pictorial symbols are made use of to
represent them. The common elements in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cable and
connection, result tools, buttons, resistors, reasoning gate, lights, etc. A line stands for a cable.
Wires are used to connect the elements with each other. All factors along the cable are the
same and also linked. Wires on some areas need to cross each other, however that does not
always suggest that they link. A black dot is used to suggest the injunction of two lines. Main
lines are stood for by L1, L2, as well as so on. Usually various colors are used to distinguish the
cables. There must be a legend on the wiring diagram to inform you just what each color
implies. A series circuit is a circuit in which components are connected along a solitary course,
so the present circulations with one component to get to the next one. In a series circuit,
voltages add up for all components connected in the circuit, and also currents are the same via
all elements. A great wiring diagram has to be technically correct and clear to check out. Deal
with every detail. The layout needs to reveal the appropriate instructions of the favorable and
negative terminals of each part. Use the appropriate signs. Learn the definitions of the
fundamental circuit icons and also pick the right ones to make use of. Draw linking wires as
straight lines. Utilize a dot to suggest line junction, or use line leaps to suggest cross lines that
are not connected. Tag components such as resistors as well as capacitors with their values.
Ensure the message placement looks clean. Facebook 0 Tweet 0 Pin 0. We get a lot of questions
on our electric wiring articles from folks tackling electrical projects in their own home. One of
the most common and intimidating parts of electrical work is dealing with the main breaker
panel. This article provides an overview of a breaker panel. Some jurisdictions require you to be
an electrician to perform any electrical work, even in your own home. Almost all jurisdictions
require you to get a permit to complete any substantial electric work beyond simple tasks like
replacing receptacles. Before we get started on the panel, note that virtually all homes in the
United States are wired with amps volt service. For homes equipped with natural gas, propane,
or oil heat, amps volts is usually enough to meet electric demands throughout the year. For
homes with an all-electric heat system, amps is the minimum recommended service level. In
houses with a heated pool or spa, electric radiant floor heat, etc. The service lines are out of
phase with each other, hence how you can get volts of total potential across the two wires.
These two service wires come into the panel along with a ground wire usually the ground is a
bunch of strands that surround the hot wires. From the main breaker, each of the two service
lines connects to one of the power buses on the back of a breaker panel. In the picture below,
you can see the two major service lines coming in from the top of the panel. You might think
that the left half of the panel is powered by one of the feeds, and the right half by another, but
this is incorrect. Going down vertically on each side of the panel, the service line that power the
slot alternates. Remember, panels are generally numbered with the odd numbers down the left
and the even numbers down the right. This means that breakers 1 and 3 are powered by
different source lines, while breakers 1 and 5 are powered by the same line. This is by design,
and important. These breakers are volts breakers that usually power big appliances like an
electric stove or furnace. Since they sit across both lines, they can provide volts of potential to
an appliance. The ground wire s that enter the house with the hot service entry lines connect to
the ground bus in the panel. In the picture above, the bare aluminum ground wires tie into the
ground bus on the upper left. Also connected to this ground bus are the ground bare wire from
all circuits going out from the panel both v and v , and the neutral wire from v runs only. In most
cases, house wiring is copper. You can see in the picture a bunch of copper bare, ground and
white common, neutral wires connected to the bus. There are two main types of circuit breakers
in an electric panel. The black and white wires will be connected to the top and bottom of the
breaker, and the ground wire will be connected to the ground bus. Note that 2-wire Romex
actually has 3 wires, 2 current carrying wiresâ€”black and whiteâ€”and a bare ground wire. In
this configuration, most electricians will wrap the white wire with black electrical tape. This
makes it easy to see that this particular white wire is actually hot and should not be treated like
a neutral wire. If an appliance is going to use Volts and Volts, 3-wire Romex is required.
Remember, 3-wire Romex actually has 4 wires â€” a black, red, white, and bare. In this setup,
the black and red wires go to the breaker, and the white and bare wires go to the ground bus.
These always require 2-wire Romex of the appropriate wire gauge for the number of amps that

will be run on the circuit. In this configuration, the black wire connects to the breaker, and the
white and bare wires connect to the ground bus. You should always check the code for your
area to answer this question. Great post! Around here new homes are all built with a minimum
of amp and then we tack on amps at a time depending on use. I have recently installed a pond
and have a lot of v pumps, lights, etcâ€¦ Can I run a 12 gauge wire 20 amp breaker out of my v
main panel. Reason for that is due to it being easier to get to. Well you have four options 1 get
elements for water heater 2 againt most electrical codes! Get a space saver breaker if nessasary
and run a fresh circut to that air conditioner. I am installing two ovens, a v oven with convection
and a v microwave with convection in a space where there used to be a combination two oven
setup, regular v oven and v microwave on the same four wire circuit, black, red, white and bare
ground. The v microwave plugged into the top of the v oven using a normal volt plug. This is
remedied with a 4 slot or so load center behind the oven or more convienetly in cabenit above
oven. So you can implement a 20 amp circut breaker for your microwave. I am building a new
home. I t has a total square foot living area of 6, sf. The first level is a slab. The second two
floors will be wood with hardwood. I want to use an electric radiant heat system using mats.
This will be the sole source of heat. I live in southern New England so late October to early May
there would be significant usage. I will also have a washer and dryer, range, double ovens, and
all the other things a traditional house has that uses electricity. My contractor has advised that
such a system will require , and possibly an amp service. Everything I have read indicated that
installation is very easy and inexpensive compared to a hydronic radiant heat system. Nothing
tells me about the amp service requirement. Q: For a 6, sf house is electric radiant heat viable?
Q: based upon what I have stated what is the required amp service? Is there an extensive cost
to that service? Q: anything else I should know? Vincent, for a sf. Electric systems also suffer
from other problems, like they can burn out in sections if they are too over insulated. No such
problem exists with a plumbing solution, the heat will just escape somewhere else along the
pipe. Hope this helps â€¦ I would listen to your contractor. If you want electric radiant, put it only
where it makes the most sense.. We are remodeling the kitchen in our 15 year old home with
amp service. We currently have a gas stove and cooktop and are adding a Bosch single
convection wall oven. I am installing a wall oven that requires v 20amp. I have red black white
coming in to a junction box where an old oven was located and is wired to the main panel with a
30amp breaker. I have black white copper to run from the new wall oven site to this junction
box. Can I tie black to black, white to red, and copper to white for ground at the junction box
and run it to the new wall oven? Also, do I need to change the outside breaker to 20amp The
wiring on the wall oven is 12 gauge. I installed a hood over my range and was wondering if I can
run a volt line from the volt line that goes to the range to power the hood. Sorry for asking about
an old-ish post. When the microwave died and I slid the unit out, the only electrical connection
was the 3 wire plug. Ground and neutral should only be tied together in the main breaker panel.
You would have to tie your neutral to the ground, which is a no-no. Look up the sections on
ovens and ranges and you should be able to find the guides for what is allowed. The voltage in
Ghana is volts. Can you give me an idea of how to do the wiring. I have already got a Panel. Do I
need a transformer? Your will be greatly appreciated. It really depends on whether you have two
out-of-phase volt leads, or one volt lead. I think one of the v mains was somehow off for a while
today. Certain runs through the house were off and others were on. I reset the main breaker and
all of the service breakers but that did not seem to help. None of the breakers had tripped. The
transformer is on the pole out back and my service lines are clear from there to the house. They
were run when the AMP upgrade was done. I did not see any lineman or trucks in the
neighborhood. Apologies for the incredible delay in responding. I have never heard of anything
like this, but I know it is possible for one pole to go out. I would assume the problem was at the
transformer though. Will my volt tanning bed work in the home that I am moving to has a
amperage system? Thank you!! Best of luck. What black and white wires are you testing? The
ones that enter the mobile home, or at some outlet downstream? Or in the box? Is it possible to
tie into and existing 50 amp wire underneath my home to power the plug for the tanning bed? If
notâ€¦â€¦.. Any response is welcome, cause at this time my wife is getting pretty anxious to try
out her new gift!!! Whoa buddy! Can I use this circuit? I have simply ran out of space in my
breaker box to add another 50 amp breaker. I have existing wiring running under the house
capable of handling the load. Just want to know if a junction box can be used for the
connection? Are you simply asking if you can re-purpose the wire? Our tenant purchased an
electric dryer instead of a gas dryer which our outlet was set up for in his apartment, which is in
a permitted addition attached to our house.. He is a journeyman electritian and asked if he could
tie into our air conditioning unit located next to the washer and dryer hookups. He said his
electrician buddy told him how to do it, it was safe and all that would happen was a breaker
would trip. Was this dangerous? This sounds unsafe to me. I would require the tenant to pay a

masts electrician to put in the circuit with permits pulled or just get a gas version of the dryer.
Pinoeer amp panel, all the v plugs and switches work but I have no v for water heater or electric
range, however the lites on the electric range worksâ€¦ Im puzzled. The breakers are connected
right and all connections are correct, double checked the lines and ground wires Any
suggestions. Do you have volt service to the house? This sounds to me like you might have the
same leg connected to both polls in the breaker boxâ€¦. I stopped using it. I cut it back on and it
happened again, so cut it back on. I unplugged it. Now today it tripped 2x again so I flipped all
the breakers off. Later I flipped the breaker for the water heater and within 10 minutes the
outside main off again?? Discouraged, I went to take my cold shower but the water was very hot
only after 10 minutes. What is going on with all my volt? Stumped please help! Dawn, not sure
but you definitely need to get an electrician. Sounds like something is seriously wrong with
either the wiring coming into the house or a ground fault or arc somewhere. I would get some
professional advice ASAP. Why does a a dryer or range that is supposed to have across the
incoming legs have on both sides to neutral but not when tested together. I came across one
today where the range and dryer in the house were both like this. The multi-meter is showing
zero volts to ground on one of the leads right side of the load center. The breaker at the main
building is showing hot on both lines, so there must be a break in the line. Its going to take me a
while to run a new entrance 2 ought down there. I realize the breakers could trip with two much
running on the outlets, but most of the branch circuits are overbuilt with 10 gauge and low amp
breakers. My landlord just installed a new breaker box in my home. Everything worked fine until
it got cold and had to turn the heating system on. The weather was hot when installed When you
turn on the heat it runs on auto then when it shuts off the breaker goes off, and the heater does
not come back on until you go out and flip the switch. What can be causing this to happen. The
rest of the house circuits are working perfect accept for one room. I was doing some simple
electrical work today so had the circuit breakers shut off. Is there something I am missing? Is
there another fuse somewhere I may have fried? In my breaker box four of my are reading low
and four of my are reading low the rest are fine my stove and washer and dryer stop working.
On a amp breaker box how many vlt 30amp breakers can I have? I will need at least 4 and 1- 50
amp. There will also be some for lights and tools. Thanks Erik. Once you have your windows in
hand check the measurements before going any further just in case the window is the wrong
size. Replacement windows are available in such a wide array that most older window styles
can easily be matched. Stock Mohr makes sure its customers receive the best possible care and
under a friendly budget that has given a ray of hope for its past customers and will for future
generations. I have one room in a trailer for some reson the outlets are only putting out about 50
amps each I am thing bad ground can you help me John. The power has gone out in my house.
There were no tripped breakers, however 9 breaker which on the inside panel cover reads
furnace has a red line showing througha plastic window. Does this mean the breaker has
blown? If so why would the entire house lose power? Any insight would be appreciated. In most
jurisdiction does a receptacle be beside a receptacle 8 inches apart with the gas line being 2
inches from the receptacle on the horizontal plane. I run a small mobile home park and the
power coming into my main from the service reads and the other , is this the power companies
problem or what? Please let me know! My question is I want to hook a timer up to my breaker
box so it will turn on and off my Christmas lights. I bought a v timer will this work or do I need a
v timer. We have a ac unit in the window now. But they are expensive to replace. Can the plug
be safely converted into , by an electrician, and will doing so affect the consumption of
electricity? A friend, whos an engineer but not an electrician, told me thet of we do have that
done that the split circuit will draw twice as much power even though we are only running a new
ac until. Makes no sence to me so i would like to find out before we proceed. I just have a quick
question and didnt know were to post it. I have decided to install a mini heat pume for the room
addition, the AC man looked at the box and said I would have to replace the box with a
additional circuit breaker amp why? I replaced my old wall oven with a newer wall oven and it
cam with a hi powed microwave ,can I hook both up to the existing 30amp junction box. PVC
pipes and all the equipment including my skimmer Was melted. Question is : how do I tell the
line from the line coming out of the ground where there was once all my equipment. I do have a
junction box just outside my house foundation , then on to the pond. RE: line run underground
to above ground pool- about 10 years ago electrician ran electric underground from main circuit
panel in garage about feet to pool for filter how do i know if he connected 2 cables or not? I
added a new circuit and breaker to my panel. Can I leave the tape there or is that some sort of
hazard? Since this is a very temporary structure can I just use a 10g extension chord for each
pole to connect it since no amp anything is actually happening in the unit? If appliances that are
running on and leg of power breaks or goes out, can this damage those appliances? I live in
mobile home park. Box and meter are across the street. Management company or other

homeowner effected by this problem paid the electrician. It took management company and
electric company more than a week to repair. This was n August and it was 96 degrees in my
house, my oven went out and water heater. I have a question, One side of our indoor panel box
was working, we called an electrician and he found that our cable company accidently cut part
of our electrical cable going into our house. It was fixed, thank God! This is probably a stupid
question and my common sense tells me that I would use less electricity, but I know nothing
about electrical so I am going to as the question any way: Would the partially cut electrical wire
cause us to use more or less electricity? I installed an interlock kit on the panel cover.. To be
able to open the space for that circuit breaker, I had to move all the breakers down. I have a
empty full size space at the bottom but I needed one more full size spot. So I had a full size 30
Amp 2 pole I converted to a half size 2 pole 30 Amp and placed in the correct slots to get bolts.
Then I was able to slide the rest of the breakers down. Now my question. When I slid those
breakers down, is it ok that the wires that come out of the breakers are no longer horizontal but
now are diagonal? Name required. Mail will not be published required. Hi, we're Ethan, Jocie,
Kim and Fred. Over the last eight years we've documented hundreds of home improvement and
DIY craft projects along with many tool and material reviews. Thanks for visiting! Share Pin
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